1. Introduction. The purpose of the present paper is to contribute to the study of two pencils of lines which appear in the development of the theory of conjugate nets on an analytic nonruled surface in ordinary space. The surface is herein referred to its asymptotic curves as parametric.
In his Chicago doctoral dissertation, Contributions to the theory of conjugate nets, W. M. Davis defined and studied several canonical configurations, considering the conjugate net as parametric. Among these configurations there are two pencils of lines, called Davis's first and second canonical pencils, which are studied in this paper.
Investigation is made of certain polar relations of the lines of the two pencils with respect to the bundle of quadrics each of which has contact of at least the third order with both curves of a conjugate net at a point. Certain loci which arise in the relation of the two pencils of lines to a pencil of conjugate nets at a point on a surface are studied. A generalization of Davis's canonical quadric is made, and some properties of the resulting one-parameter family of quadrics are demonstrated. Theorems relating to all the lines of one or both of the canonical pencils are shown to include theorems previously proved about certain particular lines.
2. Analytic basis. Let the protective homogeneous coordinates x ί9 x 2 , x 3 , x 4 of a point P x [3, pp.89, 105-113, 115-120, 180-190] , on an analytic nonruled surface S in ordinary space be given by the parametric vector equation (u, v) . Suppose the surface to be referred to its asymptotic net. Then P x satisfies two partial differential equations of the form
Let x l9 x 29 X3, X4, the local point coordinates of P x , be referred to the tetrahedron of reference whose vertices are the points x, x u , x v , x uυ . 
The class of all conjugate nets on the surface S each of which has the property that at each point of the surface its two tangents form with the tangents of the net (2.2) the same ratio constitutes a pencil of nets whose equation may be written
In equations (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), the coefficient λ is a function of u and v, while A is a constant independent of u and v.
The bundle (linear two-parameter family) of quadrics each of which has contact of at least the third order with both curves of the conjugate net (2.2) at the point P x has been shown [5, pp. 700, 701] (k) . Two types of congruences, T x and Γ 2 , will be referred to in this paper [3, pp. 150-155] . A line Zj at a point P x on the surface may be regarded as determined by the points x: (1, 0, 0, 0) (2.5) and the pencil of quadrics (2.6).
It is known [5, p. 702] that the locus of the polar line of a line l 2 of the congruence Γ 2 with respect to the quadrics of the bundle (2.5) is a quadric cone. For the lines I 2 {k) the equation of this cone may be written in the following form: Hence, for the principal join the cone (4.1) is composed of two planes which intersect in the axis of the net N\ m The polar line of I 2 (k) with respect to the pencil of quadrics (2.6) is the line l x (k -2/3), whose equations are = 0.
The point through which pass the polar planes of a point Py not on the tangent plane with respect to all the quadrics of the bundle (2.5) has been shown [5, p. 703 ] to have the following coordinates: It has also been shown that for Py on the axis of the net /V^ this point is indeterminate and all the polar planes pass through the principal join.
Consider, now, Py to be any point on a line l± (k). The coordinates (4.2) may then be written Similarly, the line l 2 {-k) intersects the cubic (5.3) in the points (5.2) and in a third point which lies on the line
The latter two points separate harmonically the points (5.3).
The lines (5.5) and (5.7) are the tangents of the R^-derived conjugate net [1, pp.392, 393 ].
Thus we have established the following result. By the usual method the envelope of this line is found to be
where / is defined as for equations (5.3). Equations (5.9) represent a conic in the tangent plane for a particular value of k, and a pencil of conies if k is allowed to vary. Among the conies of this pencil which have been studied before [5, p. 705] are the ray conic and the principal conic.
6. Generalization of Davis's canonical quadric. This section is devoted to the study of the equation of a quadric at a point P x of a conjugate net having the following properties:
1. The quadric has second-order contact with the surface sustaining the net.
2. A line lχ(k) of the first canonical pencil and the line l 2 { -k) are reciprocal polars with respect to the quadric.
3. The quadric passes through the point Py which is the harmonic conjugate of the point P x with respect to the focal points of the line l x (k). 
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Demanding that lχ (k) and l 2 {-k) be reciprocal polars with respect to this quadric yields the following result:
Demanding that the quadric pass through the point Py which is the harmonic conjugate of P x with respect to the focal points of lχ(k) requires that and associate canonical quadric, respectively. For k = 0, the line l^ is the cusp-axis, the line Z 2 is the flex-ray, and the quadric (6.2) is the quadric of Darboux for which k 4 = -(1/2) (2/3y + Θ uv ). This quadric has been investigated by Mori [6, p. 59] . If k~ 00, the line Z t is the first canonical tangent, and the quadric is composite, the two planes intersecting in the first canonical tangent.
A short computation leads to the following result: 
